The digital age is going to dramatically change inventory management.

Companies that incorporate new innovations into their supply chain are reaping the rewards.

10% reduction in Days-on-Hand could lead to more than $100B in savings.1

14%–26% reduction in inventory levels*

2%–5% improvement in service levels*

33% higher initial and sustained benefits compared to a standalone inventory diagnostic*

Too often, companies take a “one-size-fits-all” approach to inventory management, hoping their planning systems will address all of their organizational needs... but they don’t.

But what if you could...

With Inveritas™, you can gain insight into exactly what inventory you need, why you need it, and how to make improvements.

Meant your service levels with less inventory

Cloud-based subscription product

Leverage access to big data insights without the need for any IT investments

Combines decades of Deloitte supply chain experience with your historical data in a complex modeling engine

Easily integrates with other planning systems and allows ongoing monitoring against company goals

With Inveritas™, you can establish the right data and insights to help tell the whole inventory story.

1 Deloitte cross-industry analysis, including Agriculture, Alcoholic Beverages, Apparel, BioTech, Food, Beverages, Medical Equipment, Household, and Pharma sectors, based on Capital IQ data.

* Deloitte Analysis: Based on numerous client implementation result averages.

www.deloitte.com/us/inveritas
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